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Abstract: With the increasing importance of cloud computing, compliance concerns get into the focus of businesses more often. Furthermore, businesses still consider security and privacy related issues to be the most prominent inhibitors for an even more widespread adoption of cloud computing services. Several frameworks try to address these concerns by building comprehensive guidelines for security controls for the use of cloud services. However, assurance of the correct and effective implementation of such controls is required by businesses to attenuate the loss of control that is inherently associated with using cloud services. Giving this kind of assurance is traditionally the task of audits and certification. Cloud auditing becomes increasingly challenging for the auditor the more complex the cloud service provision chain becomes. There are many examples for Software as a Service (SaaS) providers that do not own dedicated hardware anymore for operating their services, but rely solely on other cloud providers of the lower layers, such as platform as a service (PaaS) or infrastructure as a service (IaaS) providers. The collection of data (evidence) for the assessment of policy compliance during a technical audit is aggravated the more complex the combination of cloud providers becomes. Nevertheless, the collection at all participating providers is required to assess policy compliance in the whole chain. The main contribution of this paper is an analysis of potential ways of collecting evidence in an automated way across cloud provider boundaries to facilitate cloud audits. Furthermore, a way of integrating the most suitable approaches in the system for automated evidence collection and auditing is proposed.

1 INTRODUCTION

As cloud computing becomes more accepted by mainstream businesses and replaces more and more on-premise IT installations, compliance with regulation, industry best-practices and customer requirements becomes increasingly important. The main inhibitor for even more widespread adoption of cloud services still remain security and privacy concerns of cloud customers (Cloud Security Alliance, 2013). In Germany, a preference for cloud providers that fall under German jurisdiction and also run their own data centers in Germany or at least inside the European Union can be observed recently (Bitkom Research GmbH, 2015). This comes as no surprise when privacy violations that have become known to the general population in recent years are considered (e.g., NSA and Snowden revelations). A feasible way to assess and ensure compliance of cloud services regularly is by using audits. For any technical audit, information has to be collected in order to assess compliance. This automated process is called evidence collection in our system. In our previous work on cloud auditing, the focus was put on automating the three major parts of an audit system, i) evidence collection and handling, ii) evaluation against machine-readable policies and iii) presentation of audit results (Rübsamen and Reich, 2013; Rübsamen et al., 2013; Rübsamen and Reich, 2014; Rübsamen et al., 2015).

Today, it is common to not only have a single cloud provider to provision a service to its customers, but multiple. The composition of multiple services provided by different providers can already be observed where Software as a Service (SaaS) providers host their offering on top of the computing resources provided by an Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) provider. For instance, Dropbox and Netflix both host their services using Amazon’s infrastructure. These composed services - they can be considered to form a chain of cloud providers, therefore cloud provider chain - can become very complex and opaque with respect to the flow of data between providers. Several new challenges for the auditing of such cloud provider chains can be identified, which will be discussed in...
this paper. The other major contribution of this paper is a proposed solution to auditing of cloud provider chains, which is an extension to our previous work in this area.

This paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, related research projects and industrial approaches are discussed. Following that, in Section 3 the authors elaborate on the definition and properties of cloud provider chains and auditing. Afterwards, a discussion of three different approaches to evidence collection for provider chain auditing in Section 4 is presented. In Section 5, the architectural integration of the approaches in a system for automating cloud audits is presented and evaluated for their effectiveness using a fictitious scenario. Section 6 concludes this paper.

2 RELATED WORK

Standards and catalogues such as ISO27001 (ISO, 2005), Control Objectives for Information and Related Technology (COBIT) (Information Systems Audit and Control Association, 2012) or NIST 800-53 (National Institute of Standards and Technology, 2013) define information security controls. A major part of these frameworks is auditing, both in regular auditing as an control itself and by using audits to ensure the correct and effective implementation of the controls. They are typically generic and target information systems in general and do not address the specifics of cloud computing.

There are some extensions to the previous frameworks such as the Cloud Controls Matrix (Cloud Security Alliance, 2014). It aims at the integration of aspects from ISO and COBIT, and NIST’s more cloud-focused security and privacy protection recommendations 800-144 (National Institute of Standards and Technology, 2011), as well as domain-specific frameworks such as PCI-DSS (PCI Security Standards Council, 2015) or FedRAMP (U.S. General Services Administration, 2014), into a common controls framework for cloud computing that facilitates the risk assessment of using cloud services. CSA’s Security, Trust & Assurance Registry (Cloud Security Alliance, 2015) enables comparison of cloud providers based on self-certification of cloud providers using the Cloud Controls Matrix. However, conducting audits based on these standards is mostly a manual process, still. Our proposed approach supports the automatic collection and evaluation of evidence based on policies that may stem from these frameworks and therefore could enable continuous certification.

Monitoring systems provide similar functional-
proach, monitoring probes (data collectors) do not have a way to be dynamically deployed where needed, but rather are included in the VEE on deployment time.

Kertesz et al. (2013) follow the idea of tightly integrating monitoring into their management system for federated clouds, in order to facilitate provider selection on the basis of availability and reliability metrics. They introduce service monitoring by reusing SALMonADA (Muller et al., 2012). Their approach is geared towards provider decision making for stateless services based on performance metrics and does neither include protection mechanisms and dynamic collector distribution that are required in a system for evidence collection in the cloud.

Montes et al. (2013) introduce an important aspect to cloud monitoring by also including the client-side in the data collection in addition to the cloud provider. However, they do not consider integrating third-party cloud providers as well.

Xie and Gamble (2012, 2013); Xie et al. (2014) describe an approach to inter-cloud auditing on the web service level, where audit assets are requested from a federated service.

3 COMPLEX CLOUD PROVIDER CHAINS FOR SERVICE PROVISION

While a lot of today’s cloud use cases only involve one service provider for service provision, there are also many cases where multiple providers are involved. A prominent example is Dropbox that heavily uses Amazon’s S3 and EC2 services to provide its own SaaS offering (Tom Cook, 2015).

There are several terms for the concept of provider chains such as federated cloud, inter-cloud and cloud service composition. In this work these terms are used synonymously. The concept of a provider chain is defined as follows:

1. At least two cloud providers (characterized by being either IaaS, PaaS or SaaS providers) are involved in the provision of a service to a cloud consumer (who can be an individual or business).
2. One of the cloud providers acts as a primary service provider to the cloud consumer.
3. Subsequent cloud providers do not have a direct relationship with the cloud consumer.
4. The primary service provider must be and the subsequent providers can be cloud consumers themselves, if they use services provided by other cloud providers.
5. The data handling policies agreed between the cloud consumer and the primary service provider must not be relaxed if data is processed by a subsequent provider.

The terms cloud consumer and cloud customer are used synonymously as well, while relying on the definition of a cloud consumer and auditor provided by NIST (Liu et al., 2011).

Figure 1 depicts a simplified scenario where three cloud service providers are involved in provisioning of a seemingly single service to a cloud consumer. The SaaS provider acts as the primary service provider, while it uses the PaaS provider’s platform for hosting its service. The PaaS provider in turn does not have its own data center but uses resources provided by an IaaS provider.

The data handling policy applies to the whole chain (depicted by the dashed rectangle in Figure 1). Data handling policies thereby govern the treatment of data such as data retention (the deletion of data after a certain time), location (geographical restrictions) and security requirements (access control rules and protection of systems that handle the data).

All cloud provider produce evidence of their cloud operations.

Figure 1: Cloud Provider Chains for Service Provision.

3.1 Evidence of Compliance in Cloud Provider Chains

At the core of any audit is evidence of compliance or non-compliance that is being analyzed. The types of evidence are closely linked to the type of audit (e.g., security audit, financial audit etc.) and are - from a technological perspective - especially diverse in the cloud due to the heterogeneity of its subsystems, architectures, layers and services. The notion of evidence for cloud audits was discussed in our previous work in more detail (Rübsamen and Reich, 2013).

In general, we follow the definition of digital evidence that is “information of probative value that
is stored or transmitted in binary form” (Scientific Working Groups on Digital Evidence and Imaging Technology, 2015). This means, that the types of evidence are diverse and include for example logs, traces, files, monitoring and history data from cloud management system like OpenStack’s Nova service.

Evidence collection at a single cloud provider is already a complex task due to the diverse types of evidence sources and sheer amount of potentially required data that is being produced continuously. In a provider chain, these problems are intensified by the introduction of administrative domains and the lack of transparency regarding the number of involved providers and their relationships.

Another problem that is introduced with the concept of provider chains are changing regulatory domains. In a single-provider scenario, there are typically only two regulatory domains to be considered: i) the one that applies to the cloud consumer and ii) the one that applies to the cloud provider. With the addition of more cloud providers, the complexity of achieving regulatory compliance increases tremendously.

A simple example for such a case is the recent decision of the European Court in 2015 to declare Safe Harbor invalid, which leads to data transfers outside the European Union that are only governed by Safe Harbor to be invalid. In a provider chain, where a European Cloud provider transfers data about European individuals to another provider in the US, regulatory compliance could have been lost overnight. Here, it can be seen that regulatory domains can have a tremendous impact on how a compliance audit may have to look like, and on the type of evidence that may need to be collected at the different providers.

As previously suggested, the third major challenge for evidence collection in cloud provider chains is their inherent technological heterogeneity. APIs, protocols and data formats differ by provider and typically cannot be integrated easily (e.g., providers offering proprietary APIs). There are some approaches to homogenize some of the technologies, such as for example CSA CloudTrust Protocol (Cloud Security Alliance, 2016) that aims to provide a well-defined API that enables cloud providers to export transparency-enhancing information to auditors and cloud consumers. In this approach, the technological heterogeneity on the architectural level of the system is addressed by ensuring flexibility and extensibility and enabling the easy development of adapters for different evidence sources.

### 3.2 Audit Frameworks

Policy compliance assessment and validation is the main goal of our audit system. Policies can be of various kinds, for instance, a data protection policy is a typical tool used by cloud providers to frame their data protection and handling practices. In such policies, limits and obligations that a provider has to fulfill are defined. Typically, these documents are not machine-readable and are geared towards limiting liability of the provider.

Additionally, there are well-known standards, frameworks and industry best practices, which define various aspects of how data handling and protection should be implemented in practice. Such frameworks are for instance the well-known ISO27001 for information security management in general, COBIT for IT governance and CSA’s Cloud Controls Matrix (CCM) (Cloud Security Alliance, 2014) for cloud-specific risk assessment. However, requirements and obligations stated by these frameworks are typically not available in a machine-readable format. There are approaches to making these requirements and obligations explicit in a machine-readable way, for example Accountability Primelife Policy Language (Azraoui et al., 2014) for defining data protection and data handling-related obligations for data processing in the cloud.

Traditionally, policy compliance is evaluated using audits and asserted with a certification of compliance (e.g., ISO27001 compliance certification). Typically, the intervals in which an audit is repeated are quite long (often yearly or longer). In the meantime, policy violations can potentially remain undetected for extended periods of time. One of our main goals is to address these periods of uncertainty by enabling the continuous assessment of cloud operations with respect to policy compliance. This is an important step towards continuous certification.

### 3.3 Auditing Cloud Provider Chains

According to NIST, a cloud auditor is defined as “A party that can conduct independent assessment of cloud services, information system operations, performance and security of the cloud implementation” (Liu et al., 2011). In our proposed system, the auditor is supported by a system for automated evidence collection and assessment. Evidence in the audit system is any kind of information that is indicative of compliance with policies or a violation of those. Typically, evidence is collected at the auditee. In general, an auditee is an organization that is being audited, which in this paper, is always a cloud provider.
Complex cloud service provision scenarios introduce new challenges with respect to auditing. While in a typical scenario, where there is one cloud provider and one cloud consumer, policies can be agreed upon relatively easily between the two, this is not as easy in a provider chain. In fact, the cloud consumer might not be aware of or even interested in the fact that there is an unknown third-party that might have access to his data as long as his expectations regarding the protection and processing of his data are fulfilled. However, to assert compliance, the whole chain of providers, including data flows that are governed by the previously mentioned policies, have to be considered. This means that an audit with respect to a single policy rule may need to be split into several smaller evidence collection and evaluation tasks that are distributed among the providers.

For instance: assuming there is a restriction on data retention put in place that states that certain types of data (e.g., Personal Identifiable Information PII) has to be deleted by the provider after a certain fixed period of time and no copies may be left over. This restriction can stem from regulatory framework such as the European Data Protection Directive or simply preferences that were stated by the data subject, whose data is being processed in the cloud. Such requirements can be formulated and enforced in for example the Accountability PrimeLife Policy Language (A-PPL) and its enforcement engine (A-PPL-E) Azraoui et al. (2015).

Auditing for compliance with such a policy requires, on a higher level, the check for the implementation of appropriate mechanisms and controls at each provider where the data itself or a copy thereof could have been stored. On a lower-level, the correct enforcement of the data retention rule could be evaluated in an audit by using evidence of data deletion that is being collected from all the cloud providers. In the overview depicted in Figure 1, that evidence could comprise of:

- Data deletion enforcement events generated by the service at the primary service provider as a reaction to the retention period being reached,
- Database delete log events produced by a database management system at the PaaS provider,
- And scan results on the IaaS level for data that may be still available outside of the running service in a backup subsystem provided by the IaaS provider.

The importance of widening the scope of audits in such dynamic scenarios is apparent, especially if at the same time the depth of analysis is widened beyond checking whether or not security and privacy controls are put in place.

4 APPROACHES FOR COLLECTING EVIDENCE IN CLOUD PROVIDER CHAIN AUDITS

There are several approaches available when it comes to collecting evidence for audit purposes in a service provider chain. These approaches differ in the following aspects:

1. The level of control an auditor has over the extent of the data that is being published, i.e., whether the auditor is limited to information that a provider is already providing or if he has more fine-grained control and access to a provider’s infrastructure.
2. Technical limitations imposed by the technological environment, i.e. the extent to which cloud providers have to implement additional evidence collection mechanisms.
3. The expected willingness or acceptance to provide such mechanisms by the publishing service provider, i.e. the potential disclosure of confidential provider information and required level of access to the provider’s systems.

In the remainder of this chapter, three approaches are described and rated by the above-mentioned factors.

The focus lies thereby on inspecting common components at two exemplary cloud providers that form a provider chain for the provision of a service. These components are:

AuditSys. An audit system that enables automated, policy-based collection of evidence as well as the continuous and periodic evaluation of said evidence during audits.

Collector. A component that enables the collection of evidentiary data such as logs at various architectural layers of the cloud, while addressing the heterogeneous nature of said evidence sources by acting as an adapter.

Source. A location where evidence of cloud operations is generated.

Implementation details of these components are discussed in our previous work. The following discussion focuses on the different approaches to extend the system for cloud provider chains.

The first approach focuses on reusing already existing evidence sources by collecting via remote...
APIs of a cloud system. The second approach uses provider-provisioned evidence collectors and the third approach leverages the mobility of software agents (as used in the prototype implementation of our system) for evidence collection.

4.1 Remote API Evidence Collector

The first approach for collecting evidence that is relevant to automated auditing, leverages already existing APIs in cloud ecosystems. Several cloud providers, such as Amazon or Rackspace, already provide improved transparency over their cloud operations by providing their customers with access to proprietary monitoring and logging APIs (see (Amazon Web Services, 2016; Rackspace, 2016)). The extent to which data is shared is typically limited to information that is already produced by the cloud provider’s system (e.g., events in the cloud management system) and restricted to information that immediately affects the cloud customer (e.g., events that are directly linked to a tenant).

Data such as logs that are generated by the underlying systems are very important sources of evidence, since they expose a lot of information about the operation of cloud services. A specific example of such evidence are for instance: VM lifecycle events (created, suspended, snapshotted etc.) including timestamp of the operation and who performed. This can be requested from OpenStack’s Nova service via its REST interface. The type of information is highly dependent on the actual system, the granularity of the produced logs and the scope of the provided APIs. For instance, on the infrastructure level, there are log events produced and shared that provide insight on virtual resource lifecycle (e.g., start/stop events of virtual machine).

Figure 2 depicts such a scenario. The AuditSys at Cloud A operates a collector that implements the API of the remote data source at Cloud B. It is configured with the access credentials of Cloud A, thus enabling the collector to request evidence from Cloud B. Furthermore, since different services may provide different APIs (e.g., OpenStack vs. OpenNebula API), the collector is service-specific. For instance, a collector implements the data formats and protocols as defined in the OpenStack Nova API to collect evidence about the images that are owned or otherwise associated with Cloud A as a customer of Cloud B.

4.1.1 Level of Auditor Control

The amount of evidence that can be collected is severely limited by the actual APIs that are provided by a cloud provider. It is either: i) the evidence that an auditor is looking for is immediately available because the provider already monitors all relevant data sources and makes that data accessible via the API or ii) the data is not available. Since a lot of the cloud provider’s systems expose remote APIs anyway, they have to be considered. However, the completeness of the exposed APIs and therefore the completeness of the collected evidence is questionable due to the aforementioned reasons.

If an auditee for some reason does not implement or provide access to the audit system, an auditor may still collect evidence to a limited degree using this approach.

4.1.2 Technical Limitations

If lower-level access to the providers infrastructure is required to collect evidence (e.g., log events generated on the network layer or block storage-level access to data), an auditor might not be able to gain access to that information.

4.1.3 Acceptance

This approach poses some challenges with respect to security, privacy and trust required by the auditee. Since the auditee is already exposing the APIs publicly, it can be expected that they will be used for auditing and monitoring purposes. The implementation of security and privacy-preserving mechanisms on the API-level is therefore assumed. However, the extent to which such mechanisms are implemented highly depends on the actual implementation of the APIs on the provider side.

While this way of providing evidence to auditors is likely to be accepted by cloud providers, it may be too limited with respect to the extent to which evidence can be collected at lower architectural levels.

4.2 Provider Provisioned Evidence Collector

In this approach, the audit system still is the main component for evidence collection. Here, all cloud providers that are part of the service provision chain
are running a dedicated system for auditing. However, the instantiation and configuration of the collector is delegated to the auditee. The auditee assumes full control over the collector and merely grants the auditor access to interact with the collector for evidence collection.

The auditee (see Cloud B in Figure 3) provisions evidence collectors and provides access to them to the auditor. The auditor (who is using AuditSys at Cloud A) configures evidence collection for the audit to connect to the collectors at Cloud B.

4.2.1 Level of Auditor Control

The configuration of the evidence collector can be adjusted by the auditor to a degree that is controlled by the auditee (e.g., applying filters to logs). He is provided limited means to configure a collector but no direct, low-level access such as freely migrating the collector in the auditee’s infrastructure. At any time, the auditee can disconnect, change or otherwise control the collector. An auditor may be put off by the limitations posed by this approach, since he is effectively giving up control over the central part of evidence collection and is relying solely on the cooperation of the auditee. For instance, simple tasks such as reconfiguring or restarting a collector may require extensive interaction between the two audit systems and potentially intervention by a human (e.g., an administrator).

4.2.2 Technical Limitations

This approach is only limited by the availability of collectors for evidence sources.

4.2.3 Acceptance

In this approach, the auditee retains full control over the collector and the potential evidence that can be collected by it. The auditor can take some influence on the filtering of data that is collected from the evidence source and on general parameters, such as whether evidence is pushed by or pulled from the collector. Most of the baseline configuration though, is performed by the auditee (such as access restrictions and deployment of the collector). The auditor’s ability to influence the collector is severely limited by the restriction of interactions to a well-defined set of configuration parameters and the evidence exchange protocol. This level of control that the auditee has over the evidence collection process may have positive influence on provider acceptance.

4.3 Mobile Evidence Collector

This approach is specific to a central characteristic of software agent systems, which is the ability to migrate over a network between runtime environments. In this approach, the migration of evidence collectors between separate instances of the audit system running at both Cloud A and B is proposed.

In our implementation, we opted for the well-known Java Agent Development framework (JADE) JADE (2014) for implementing collectors. The migration of collectors between providers is thereby performed by using JADE’s mobile agent capabilities.

As depicted in Figure 4, the auditor prepares the required collector fully (i.e., agent instantiation and configuration) and then migrates the collector (shaded box named Collector) to the auditee (Collector’). There, the collector gathers evidence that is sent back to the auditor for evaluation. Generally however, agents do not cross from one particular administrative domain to another, but remain at one. In this case, the collector crosses from Cloud A’s administrative domain to Cloud B. This may have significant impact on the acceptance of the approach.

4.3.1 Level of Auditor Control

The auditor retains full control over the type of collector and its configuration. The auditee may not in any way change or otherwise influence the collector since this could be deemed a potentially malicious manipulation.

4.3.2 Technical Limitations

Since the auditor knows most about the actual con-
configuration required for a collector, it is logical to take this approach and simply hand-over a fully prepared collector to the auditee. However, this only works if both run the same audit system, or the auditee at the very least provides a runtime environment for the collector. In any case, this approach offers the most complete and most flexible way of collecting evidence at an auditee due to the comprehensive evidence collection capabilities.

4.3.3 Acceptance

The main problem with this approach is required trust by the auditee. Since the collector that is being handed over to him by the auditor is in fact software that the auditee is supposed to run on its infrastructure, several security, privacy and trust-related issues associated with such cross-domain agent mobility need to be addressed. Several security controls need to be implemented in order to make cloud providers consider the implementation of an audit system including the proposed approach of using mobile collectors.

The main security concerns of this approach stem from the fact that the auditee is expected to execute software on its infrastructure over which he does not have any control. He cannot tell for certain whether or not the agent is accessing only those evidence sources which he expects it to.

Without any additional security measures, it cannot be expected that any cloud provider is willing to accept this approach. However, with the addition of security measures such as ensuring authenticity of the collector (e.g., using collector code reviews and code signing) this approach becomes more feasible. The discussion of such measures depends on the technology used by the implementation and is out of scope of this paper. Without any additional measures, it can be assumed that this approach is only feasible, if the auditor is completely trusted by the auditee. In that case, this approach is very powerful and flexible.

4.4 Round-up

All three approaches for evidence collection in provider chains have their distinct advantages and disadvantages. Using remote API evidence collectors is simple, quickly implemented, securely and readily available, but severely limited regarding access to evidence sources. Using provider-provisioned evidence collectors is more powerful with respect to access to evidence sources, but requires more effort in the configuration phase and leaves full control to the auditee. Using mobile evidence collectors is the most flexible approach that allows broad access to evidence sources at the auditee’s infrastructure and leaves full control over the evidence collection to the auditor. Therefore, a balance has to be struck between broad access to evidence sources when using mobile collectors (effectively having low-level access to logs and other files for evidence collection) and more limited access when using remote APIs (evidence limited to what the system that exposes the API provides).

In the audit system, the use of remote APIs is integrated due to its simplicity and mobile collectors due to their flexibility and powerfulness as the main approaches to evidence collection.

5 SCENARIO-BASED PROVIDER CHAIN AUDITING EVALUATION

In the previous Section 4, the approaches that can be taken when collecting evidence for auditing purposes in cloud provider chains were described. In this section, it is demonstrated how to incorporate the feasible approaches into an extension of the proposed audit system enabling automated, policy-driven auditing of cloud provider chains. The focus is put on the Remote API Evidence Collector and Mobile Evidence Collector approaches (see Section 4.1 and 4.3 respectively). The approach is validated by discussing a fictitious use case.

5.1 Audit Agent System

In Figure 5, an example deployment of the automated audit system is depicted. This deployment is not necessarily representative of real-world cloud environments but used to highlight possible combinations of services and data flows that can happen in a multi-cloud scenario. There are four cloud providers, which are directly or indirectly involved in the service provision. The SaaS provider A1 uses the platform provided by a PaaS provider B1, who does not have its own data center but uses computing resources provided by yet another IaaS provider C1. The IaaS provider C2 provides a low-level backup as a service solution that is used by provider C1. To enable auditing of the whole provider chain, each provider is running its own instance of the audit system (AuditSys, as described in Section 4).

5.2 Provider Chain Auditing Extension

The auditor that uses AuditSys at the primary service provider A1 defines and configures continuous
audits based on data protection and handling policy statements. Since these policy statements do not include any information about the service architecture, the auditor introduces his knowledge about the cloud deployment into the audit task, by defining evidence collection tasks that gather data on the PaaS and IaaS layer and also at the primary service provider. An audit task consists of collector, evaluator and notification agents. The type of evidence collection approach that has to be taken (as described in Section 4) is also defined by the auditor.

In this scenario it is assumed that all providers allow the auditor at A1 to collect evidence using the mobile evidence collectors and that the infrastructure providers also provide the auditor with access to their management system’s APIs. As previously mentioned, the auditor is assumed trustworthy by all parties, which enables broad access to all cloud providers. Additionally, it is assumed that all cloud providers are acting in good faith and see the audit process as an opportunity to transparently demonstrate that they are acting in compliance with data handling policies.

As depicted in Figure 5, the auditor uses A1’s AuditSys to define and audit task based on the data handling policy that is in effect. That task refers to the data retention obligation that was described earlier in Section 3.3. The retention time is defined as 6 months for every PII data record that is gathered about the users of provider A1. If the retention time is reached, the following delete process is executed as part of the normal operation of the service A1 provides:

1. The delete event fires at A1 due to max retention time being reached and the event is propagated to B1.
2. The data record is deleted from the database at B1.
3. The database is hosted on virtual machines provided by C1 and therefore does not require any delete actions.
4. A backup of the B1’s database is available in C2’s backup system and the delete action was not triggered in C2.

As part of the delete event, the following evidence is collected by the mobile evidence collectors as part of building an evidence trail for compliance evaluation at A1.

1. The data retention event is recorded as evidence by the collector running at A1.
2. The delete action of the database is recorded as evidence by the collector running at B1.
3. No evidence is recorded by the collector at C1 since there are no leftover copies such as virtual machine snapshots available.

4. The backup’s meta-data such as creation timestamps are recorded as evidence by the collector at C2.

The evidence from all collectors (A1, B1, C2) is sent to the AuditSys at A1, where it is evaluated and a policy compliance statement is generated for the auditor. In this particular case, a policy violation is detected, because the audit trail shows that the record that should have been deleted is still available in a backup at C2. Provider A1, and B1 acted compliant by deleting the data, whereas C1 never stored a copy outside of B1’s database.

5.3 Pre-processing and Intermediate Results of Audit Evidence Evaluation

The audit system uses a component at the AuditSys that is responsible for storing evidence records that are collected by the collector agents. Externally collecting evidence and merging it at a central evidence store that is only reachable via the network, can easily become a bottle-neck in audit scenarios where either a lot of evidence records are produced externally or where the record size is big. This obviously has significant impact on the scalability of the whole system.

The problem can be addressed by making the evidence store (which is just a specialized form of an agent with a secure storage mechanism) distributable and also by de-centralizing parts of the evidence evaluation process. There are generally two concepts:

1. Pre-processing: Pre-processing allows the evidence collector agent to apply filtering and other types of evidence pre-processing. The goal is to reduce the amount of collected evidence to a manageable degree (without negatively impacting the completeness of the audit trail) and to reasonably reduce the amount of network operations by grouping evidence records and storing them in bulk. For example, by filtering the raw data at the evidence source for certain operations, subjects, tenants, or time frames. Data that is not immediately required for the audit is filtered out.

2. Intermediate Result Production: A second pre-processing strategy is to move (parts of) the evaluation process near the collector. This means that the collected evidence is already reduced to the significant portions that indicate partial compliance or violation of policies. However, this strategy requires specific audit task types (where an audit result can be produced by combining several intermediate results).
The three concepts bring several implications with them with respect to privacy and security.

Pre-processing can be considered a manipulation of evidence. Therefore, the unaltered source upon which the pre-processing happened should be protected to later be able to trace pre-processed evidence back to its unaltered form.

Immediate result production effectively moves the evaluation of evidence step of the audit into the domain of the auditee, where it would be easy for him to manipulate the result. However, the same applies to the collection of evidence as well where an auditor can intentionally manipulate the evidence source or the collector.

This case is not considered in the current iteration of the system but it is assumed that cloud providers (auditees) are acting in good faith. This assumption can be justified by the potential increase in transparency and the associated strengthening of trust in the cloud provider that can mean a competitive advantage. On the other hand, intentional manipulation of evidence or intermediate results can have disastrous impact on a provider’s credibility, reputation and trustworthiness upon detection.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Cloud auditing is becoming increasingly important as cloud adoption increases and compliance of data processing is put into focus of the cloud consumer. The key to making cloud audits a useful tool is the effectiveness of collection process that is used to build the basis for the evaluation of policy compliance or lack thereof.

While there are many systems for monitoring cloud providers (with varying level of completeness), there are fewer systems that automate audit tasks and even fewer still that enable continuous auditing, which is a key enabler of continuous certification. As long as there is only one cloud provider involved in service provisioning to the cloud consumer, monitoring and auditing is relatively simple (with the above mentioned restrictions). However, in more complex scenarios where there are chains of providers (or federations of cloud providers), current approaches are severely limited.

In this paper an extension to our previous work on automating continuous cloud audits that enables the collection of evidence across the boundaries of multiple cloud providers in a cloud provider chain was presented. The concept of cloud provider chains and three different approaches to evidence collection with their advantages and disadvantages were discussed. Furthermore, their implementation in an audit system was presented and validated using a scenario-based approach. It was shown how automated cloud audits can be extended to scenarios, where more than one cloud provider is involved in the service provision.

In the future, the analysis of the different approaches and their integration in our system will be expanded in two main areas: i) expanding the security mechanisms that are already present to account for the notion of provider chains and ii) demonstrating the scalability and efficiency of the system.
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